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Abstract
Designing deep neural networks is an art that often involves an expensive search
over candidate architectures. To overcome this for recurrent neural nets (RNNs), we
establish a connection between the hidden state dynamics in an RNN and gradient
descent (GD). We then integrate momentum into this framework and propose a new
family of RNNs, called MomentumRNNs. We theoretically prove and numerically
demonstrate that MomentumRNNs alleviate the vanishing gradient issue in training
RNNs. We study the momentum long-short term memory (MomentumLSTM) and
verify its advantages in convergence speed and accuracy over its LSTM counterpart
across a variety of benchmarks. We also demonstrate that MomentumRNN is
applicable to many types of recurrent cells, including those in the state-of-theart orthogonal RNNs. Finally, we show that other advanced momentum-based
optimization methods, such as Adam and Nesterov accelerated gradients with
a restart, can be easily incorporated into the MomentumRNN framework for
designing new recurrent cells with even better performance.
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Introduction

Mathematically principled recurrent neural nets (RNNs) facilitate the network design process and
reduce the cost of searching over many candidate architectures. A particular advancement in RNNs
is the long short-term memory (LSTM) model [24] which has achieved state-of-the-art results in
many applications, including speech recognition [15], acoustic modeling [53, 51], and language
modeling [46]. There have been many efforts in improving LSTM: [19] introduces a forget gate
into the original LSTM cell, which can forget information selectively; [18] further adds peephole
connections to the LSTM cell to inspect its current internal states[17]; to reduce the computational
cost, a gated recurrent unit (GRU) [11] uses a single update gate to replace the forget and input gates
in LSTM. Phased LSTM [42] adds a new time gate to the LSTM cell and achieves faster convergence
than the regular LSTM on learning long sequences. In addition, [52] and [50] introduce a biological
cell state and working memory into LSTM, respectively. Nevertheless, most of RNNs, including
LSTMs, are biologically informed or even ad-hoc instead of being guided by mathematical principles.
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1.1

Recap on RNNs and LSTM

Recurrent cells are the building blocks of RNNs. A recurrent cell employs a cyclic connection to
update the current hidden state (ht ) using the past hidden state (ht−1 ) and the current input data (xt )
[14]; the dependence of ht on ht−1 and xt in a recurrent cell can be written as
ht = σ(Uht−1 + Wxt + b), xt ∈ Rd , and ht−1 , ht ∈ Rh , t = 1, 2, · · · , T,
(1)
h×h
h×d
h
where U ∈ R
,W ∈ R
, and b ∈ R are trainable parameters; σ(·) is a nonlinear activation
function, e.g., sigmoid or hyperbolic tangent. Error backpropagation through time is used to train
RNN, but it tends to result in exploding or vanishing gradients [4]. Thus RNNs may fail to learn long
term dependencies. Several approaches exist to improve RNNs’ performance, including enforcing
unitary weight matrices [1, 62, 25, 60, 38, 22], leveraging LSTM cells, and others [35, 30].
LSTM cells augment the recurrent cell with “gates” [24] and can be formulated as
it = σ(Uih ht−1 + Wix xt + bi ),
(it : input gate)
cet = tanh (Uech ht−1 + Wecx xt + bec ),
(e
ct : cell input)
ct = ct−1 + it cet ,
(ct : cell state)
ot = σ(Uoh ht−1 + Wox xt + bo ),
(ot : output gate)
ht = ot tanh ct ,
(ht : hidden state)

(2)

where U∗ ∈ Rh×h , W∗ ∈ Rh×d , and b∗ ∈ Rh are learnable parameters, and
denotes the
Hadamard product. The input gate decides what new information to be stored in the cell state, and the
output gate decides what information to output based on the cell state value. The gating mechanism
in LSTMs can lead to the issue of saturation [59, 8].
1.2

Our Contributions

In this paper, we develop a gradient descent (GD) analogy of the recurrent cell. In particular, the
hidden state update in a recurrent cell is associated with a gradient descent step towards the optimal
representation of the hidden state. We then propose to integrate momentum that used for accelerating
gradient dynamics into the recurrent cell, which results in the momentum cell. At the core of the
momentum cell is the use of momentum to accelerate the hidden state learning in RNNs. The
architectures of the standard recurrent cell and our momentum cell are illustrated in Fig. 1. We
provide the design principle and detailed derivation of the momentum cell in Sections 2.2 and 2.4.
We call the RNN that consists of momentum cells the MomentumRNN. The major advantages of
MomentumRNN are fourfold:
• MomentumRNN can alleviate the vanishing gradient problem in training RNN.
• MomentumRNN accelerates training and improves the test accuracy of the baseline RNN.
• MomentumRNN is universally applicable to many existing RNNs. It can be easily implemented
by changing a few lines of the baseline RNN code.
• MomentumRNN is principled with theoretical guarantees provided by the momentum-accelerated
dynamical system for optimization and sampling. The design principle can be generalized to other
advanced momentum-based optimization methods, including Adam [28] and Nesterov accelerated
gradients with a restart [44, 61].
1.3

Related Work

Dynamical system viewpoint of RNNs. Leveraging the theory of dynamical system to improve
RNNs has been an interesting research direction: [31] proposes a gated RNN, which is principled
by non-chaotical dynamical systems and achieves comparable performance to GRUs and LSTMs.
[57] proposes a weight initialization strategy inspired by dynamical system theory, which helps the
training of RNNs with ReLU nonlinearity. Other RNN algorithms derived from the dynamical system
theories include [45, 9, 10, 26]. Our work is the first that directly integrates momentum into an RNN
to accelerate the underlying dynamics and improve the model’s performance.
Momentum in Optimization and Sampling. Momentum has been a popular technique for accelerating (stochastic) gradient-based optimization [49, 20, 55, 28, 3, 48] and sampling algorithms
[13, 41] A particularly interesting momentum is the iteration-dependent one in NAG [44, 43, 2],
which has a significantly better convergence rate than constant momentum for convex optimization.
The stochastic gradient NAG that employs a scheduled restart can also be used to accelerate DNN
training with better accuracy and faster convergence [61].
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Momentum Cell

+ W ⇥ xt )

vt = µ ⇥ vt
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⊕

<latexit sha1_base64="z9zg2iqwi9344t+IKexFb0YxuX4=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2prxpfVZduBovgqiQ+0GXRjcsKxhaaUCbTSTt0MgnzEErob7hxoYhbf8adf+O0zUJbD1w4nHMv994T55wp7XnfTmVldW19o7rpbm3v7O7V9g8eVWYkoQHJeCY7MVaUM0EDzTSnnVxSnMactuPR7dRvP1GpWCYe9DinUYoHgiWMYG2lsAjjBAUTF1n0anWv4c2AlolfkjqUaPVqX2E/IyalQhOOler6Xq6jAkvNCKcTNzSK5piM8IB2LRU4pSoqZjdP0IlV+ijJpC2h0Uz9PVHgVKlxGtvOFOuhWvSm4n9e1+jkOiqYyI2mgswXJYYjnaFpAKjPJCWajy3BRDJ7KyJDLDHRNibXhuAvvrxMHs8a/nnj8v6i3rwp46jCERzDKfhwBU24gxYEQCCHZ3iFN8c4L8678zFvrTjlzCH8gfP5A5PXkBQ=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="67GWtoV0Vvo6zoV8o9y9MCBbkfg=">AAAB+HicbVDJSgNBEK1xjXHJqEcvjUHwFGZc0GPQi8cIZoFkGHo6PUmTnoXuGiEO8yVePCji1U/x5t/YWQ6a+KDg8V4VVfWCVAqNjvNtrayurW9slrbK2zu7exV7/6Clk0wx3mSJTFQnoJpLEfMmCpS8kypOo0DydjC6nfjtR660SOIHHKfci+ggFqFgFI3k25W8F4RkWPg5FsTAt6tOzZmCLBN3TqowR8O3v3r9hGURj5FJqnXXdVL0cqpQMMmLci/TPKVsRAe8a2hMI669fHp4QU6M0idhokzFSKbq74mcRlqPo8B0RhSHetGbiP953QzDay8XcZohj9lsUZhJggmZpED6QnGGcmwIZUqYWwkbUkUZmqzKJgR38eVl0jqruee1y/uLav1mHkcJjuAYTsGFK6jDHTSgCQwyeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYta5Y85lD+APr8wdR9ZI3</latexit>

⊕

1

<latexit sha1_base64="CsSEx616C84TP/6Q6msR3NAcIqg=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbwSK4sSQ+0GXRjcsK9gFtCJPppB06mYSZSbGE/IobF4q49Ufc+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3cu89QcKZ0o7zba2srq1vbJa2yts7u3v79kGlpeJUEtokMY9lJ8CKciZoUzPNaSeRFEcBp+1gdDf122MqFYvFo54k1IvwQLCQEayN5NuVrBeEaJz7mT5z8zIy8O2qU3NmQMvELUgVCjR8+6vXj0kaUaEJx0p1XSfRXoalZoTTvNxLFU0wGeEB7RoqcESVl81uz9GJUfoojKUpodFM/T2R4UipSRSYzgjroVr0puJ/XjfV4Y2XMZGkmgoyXxSmHOkYTYNAfSYp0XxiCCaSmVsRGWKJiTZxlU0I7uLLy6R1XnMvalcPl9X6bRFHCY7gGE7BhWuowz00oAkEnuAZXuHNyq0X6936mLeuWMXMIfyB9fkDg8OSyw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="GbCgpO4qkltg8Mo5UNSpfA0CizA=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs3g0VwVRIf6LLoxmUF+4A2hMl00g6dTMLMTaGE/IkbF4q49U/c+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3cu89YSq4Btf9tipr6xubW9Vte2d3b//AOTxq6yRTlLVoIhLVDYlmgkvWAg6CdVPFSBwK1gnH9zO/M2FK80Q+wTRlfkyGkkecEjBS4Dh5P4zwpAhyKGxsEDg1t+7OgVeJV5IaKtEMnK/+IKFZzCRQQbTueW4Kfk4UcCpYYfczzVJCx2TIeoZKEjPt5/PLC3xmlAGOEmVKAp6rvydyEms9jUPTGRMY6WVvJv7n9TKIbv2cyzQDJuliUZQJDAmexYAHXDEKYmoIoYqbWzEdEUUomLBsE4K3/PIqaV/Uvcv69eNVrXFXxlFFJ+gUnSMP3aAGekBN1EIUTdAzekVvVm69WO/Wx6K1YpUzx+gPrM8foJeSWQ==</latexit>

µ
<latexit sha1_base64="d48NQyQgbcRNYHnBoQ+y/ehK68Y=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgLGLRYXEVCU8BGMFC2OR6ENqo8pxHWrVTiL7BlFFHVj4FRYGEGLlI9j4G9w0A7QcydLROfflEySCa3Ddb6u0tLyyulZetzc2t7Z3nN29lo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJnjEmsBBsE6iGJGBYO1gdDX12/dMaR5HtzBOmC/JXcRDTgkYqe9UesAeIJ+TGYtFQCY9mdrYoO9U3ZqbAy8SryBVVKDRd756g5im0kyhgmjd9dwE/Iwo4FSwid1LNUsIHZk9XUMjIpn2s3z5BB8aZYDDWJkXAc7V3x0ZkVqPZWAqJYGhnvem4n9eN4Xwws94lKTAIjpbFKYCQ4ynieABV4yCGBtCqOLmVkyHRBEKJjfbhODNf3mRtI5r3knt7Oa0Wr8s4iijCjpAR8hD56iOrlEDNRFFj+gZvaI368l6sd6tj1lpySp69tEfWJ8/8sqXnQ==</latexit>

s

s

<latexit sha1_base64="++3MBJJ8O3l/ncxcGEcOZbaSSfo=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVFdy4GSyCq5L4QJdFNy4r2Ae0oUymk3boZBJmbsQQu/BX3LhQxK2/4c6/cdpmoa0HLhzOuXfu3BMkgmtw3W9rYXFpeWW1tGavb2xubTs7uw0dp4qyOo1FrFoB0UxwyerAQbBWohiJAsGawfB67DfvmdI8lneQJcyPSF/ykFMCRuo6+x1gDzB5J6cZkSNtY4OuU3Yr7gR4nngFKaMCta7z1enFNI2YBCqI1m3PTcDPiQJOBRvZnVSzhNAh6bO2oZJETPv5ZO8IHxmlh8NYmZKAJ+rviZxEWmdRYDojAgM9643F/7x2CuGln3OZpMAknS4KU4EhxuMwcI8rRkFkhhCquPkrpgOiCAUTmW1C8GZPnieNk4p3Wjm/PStXr4o4SugAHaJj5KELVEU3qIbqiKJH9Ixe0Zv1ZL1Y79bHtHXBKmb20B9Ynz8DTZVu</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="++3MBJJ8O3l/ncxcGEcOZbaSSfo=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVFdy4GSyCq5L4QJdFNy4r2Ae0oUymk3boZBJmbsQQu/BX3LhQxK2/4c6/cdpmoa0HLhzOuXfu3BMkgmtw3W9rYXFpeWW1tGavb2xubTs7uw0dp4qyOo1FrFoB0UxwyerAQbBWohiJAsGawfB67DfvmdI8lneQJcyPSF/ykFMCRuo6+x1gDzB5J6cZkSNtY4OuU3Yr7gR4nngFKaMCta7z1enFNI2YBCqI1m3PTcDPiQJOBRvZnVSzhNAh6bO2oZJETPv5ZO8IHxmlh8NYmZKAJ+rviZxEWmdRYDojAgM9643F/7x2CuGln3OZpMAknS4KU4EhxuMwcI8rRkFkhhCquPkrpgOiCAUTmW1C8GZPnieNk4p3Wjm/PStXr4o4SugAHaJj5KELVEU3qIbqiKJH9Ixe0Zv1ZL1Y79bHtHXBKmb20B9Ynz8DTZVu</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="+oI/9Rrxm9yCzYPTNVattFtL3ho=">AAACDXicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxihEhDDjgh6DXjxGMAtkQujp9CRNerrH7hohDPkBL/6KFw+KePXuzb+xsxw08UHB470qquoFseAGXPfbySwsLi2vZFdza+sbm1v57Z2aUYmmrEqVULoREMMEl6wKHARrxJqRKBCsHvSvR379gWnDlbyDQcxaEelKHnJKwErt/IEfakJTb5j65l5D0acdBUf4GPssNlwoOcQYt/MFt+SOgeeJNyUFNEWlnf/yO4omEZNABTGm6bkxtFKigVPBhjk/MSwmtE+6rGmpJBEzrXT8zRAfWqWDQ6VtScBj9fdESiJjBlFgOyMCPTPrjcT/vGYC4WUr5TJOgEk6WRQmAoPCo2hwh2tGQQwsIVRzeyumPWLjARtgzobgzb48T2onJe+0dH57VihfTePIoj20j4rIQxeojG5QBVURRY/oGb2iN+fJeXHenY9Ja8aZzuyiP3A+fwDwS5rR</latexit>

xt

W
<latexit sha1_base64="cuHldFFiF77mAfOmFfAVYyONB6M=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0n8QI9FLx4rWFtoQtlsJ+3SzSbsboQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gUSeZYthiiUhUJ6QaBZfYMtwI7KQKaRwKbIej26nffkKleSIfzDjFIKYDySPOqLGSn/thRNqTCrHoVWtu3Z2BLBOvIDUo0OxVv/x+wrIYpWGCat313NQEOVWGM4GTip9pTCkb0QF2LZU0Rh3ks5sn5MQqfRIlypY0ZKb+nshprPU4Dm1nTM1QL3pT8T+vm5noOsi5TDODks0XRZkgJiHTAEifK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNqaKDcFbfHmZPJ7VvfP65f1FrXFTxFGGIziGU/DgChpwB01oAYMUnuEV3pzMeXHenY95a8kpZg7hD5zPH5brkBY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zupcbLZHIMt/f+BOTq0HPMg47IE=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeMr6tLNYBFclcQHuiy6cVnBPqANYTKdtEMnkzAzKZaQP3HjQhG3/ok7/8Zpm4W2HrhwOOde7r0nTDlT2nW/rZXVtfWNzcqWvb2zu7fvHBy2VJJJQpsk4YnshFhRzgRtaqY57aSS4jjktB2O7qZ+e0ylYol41JOU+jEeCBYxgrWRAsfJe2GEnoog14WNDAKn6tbcGdAy8UpShRKNwPnq9ROSxVRowrFSXc9NtZ9jqRnhtLB7maIpJiM8oF1DBY6p8vPZ5QU6NUofRYk0JTSaqb8nchwrNYlD0xljPVSL3lT8z+tmOrrxcybSTFNB5ouijCOdoGkMqM8kJZpPDMFEMnMrIkMsMdEmLNuE4C2+vExa5zXvonb1cFmt35ZxVOAYTuAMPLiGOtxDA5pAYAzP8ApvVm69WO/Wx7x1xSpnjuAPrM8fo7OSWw==</latexit>

xt

W

xt

<latexit sha1_base64="cuHldFFiF77mAfOmFfAVYyONB6M=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0n8QI9FLx4rWFtoQtlsJ+3SzSbsboQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gUSeZYthiiUhUJ6QaBZfYMtwI7KQKaRwKbIej26nffkKleSIfzDjFIKYDySPOqLGSn/thRNqTCrHoVWtu3Z2BLBOvIDUo0OxVv/x+wrIYpWGCat313NQEOVWGM4GTip9pTCkb0QF2LZU0Rh3ks5sn5MQqfRIlypY0ZKb+nshprPU4Dm1nTM1QL3pT8T+vm5noOsi5TDODks0XRZkgJiHTAEifK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNqaKDcFbfHmZPJ7VvfP65f1FrXFTxFGGIziGU/DgChpwB01oAYMUnuEV3pzMeXHenY95a8kpZg7hD5zPH5brkBY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zupcbLZHIMt/f+BOTq0HPMg47IE=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeMr6tLNYBFclcQHuiy6cVnBPqANYTKdtEMnkzAzKZaQP3HjQhG3/ok7/8Zpm4W2HrhwOOde7r0nTDlT2nW/rZXVtfWNzcqWvb2zu7fvHBy2VJJJQpsk4YnshFhRzgRtaqY57aSS4jjktB2O7qZ+e0ylYol41JOU+jEeCBYxgrWRAsfJe2GEnoog14WNDAKn6tbcGdAy8UpShRKNwPnq9ROSxVRowrFSXc9NtZ9jqRnhtLB7maIpJiM8oF1DBY6p8vPZ5QU6NUofRYk0JTSaqb8nchwrNYlD0xljPVSL3lT8z+tmOrrxcybSTFNB5ouijCOdoGkMqM8kJZpPDMFEMnMrIkMsMdEmLNuE4C2+vExa5zXvonb1cFmt35ZxVOAYTuAMPLiGOtxDA5pAYAzP8ApvVm69WO/Wx7x1xSpnjuAPrM8fo7OSWw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zupcbLZHIMt/f+BOTq0HPMg47IE=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeMr6tLNYBFclcQHuiy6cVnBPqANYTKdtEMnkzAzKZaQP3HjQhG3/ok7/8Zpm4W2HrhwOOde7r0nTDlT2nW/rZXVtfWNzcqWvb2zu7fvHBy2VJJJQpsk4YnshFhRzgRtaqY57aSS4jjktB2O7qZ+e0ylYol41JOU+jEeCBYxgrWRAsfJe2GEnoog14WNDAKn6tbcGdAy8UpShRKNwPnq9ROSxVRowrFSXc9NtZ9jqRnhtLB7maIpJiM8oF1DBY6p8vPZ5QU6NUofRYk0JTSaqb8nchwrNYlD0xljPVSL3lT8z+tmOrrxcybSTFNB5ouijCOdoGkMqM8kJZpPDMFEMnMrIkMsMdEmLNuE4C2+vExa5zXvonb1cFmt35ZxVOAYTuAMPLiGOtxDA5pAYAzP8ApvVm69WO/Wx7x1xSpnjuAPrM8fo7OSWw==</latexit>

W
<latexit sha1_base64="cuHldFFiF77mAfOmFfAVYyONB6M=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0n8QI9FLx4rWFtoQtlsJ+3SzSbsboQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf/gUSeZYthiiUhUJ6QaBZfYMtwI7KQKaRwKbIej26nffkKleSIfzDjFIKYDySPOqLGSn/thRNqTCrHoVWtu3Z2BLBOvIDUo0OxVv/x+wrIYpWGCat313NQEOVWGM4GTip9pTCkb0QF2LZU0Rh3ks5sn5MQqfRIlypY0ZKb+nshprPU4Dm1nTM1QL3pT8T+vm5noOsi5TDODks0XRZkgJiHTAEifK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNqaKDcFbfHmZPJ7VvfP65f1FrXFTxFGGIziGU/DgChpwB01oAYMUnuEV3pzMeXHenY95a8kpZg7hD5zPH5brkBY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="67GWtoV0Vvo6zoV8o9y9MCBbkfg=">AAAB+HicbVDJSgNBEK1xjXHJqEcvjUHwFGZc0GPQi8cIZoFkGHo6PUmTnoXuGiEO8yVePCji1U/x5t/YWQ6a+KDg8V4VVfWCVAqNjvNtrayurW9slrbK2zu7exV7/6Clk0wx3mSJTFQnoJpLEfMmCpS8kypOo0DydjC6nfjtR660SOIHHKfci+ggFqFgFI3k25W8F4RkWPg5FsTAt6tOzZmCLBN3TqowR8O3v3r9hGURj5FJqnXXdVL0cqpQMMmLci/TPKVsRAe8a2hMI669fHp4QU6M0idhokzFSKbq74mcRlqPo8B0RhSHetGbiP953QzDay8XcZohj9lsUZhJggmZpED6QnGGcmwIZUqYWwkbUkUZmqzKJgR38eVl0jqruee1y/uLav1mHkcJjuAYTsGFK6jDHTSgCQwyeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYta5Y85lD+APr8wdR9ZI3</latexit>

(·)

2 1
<latexit sha1_base64="97l6KpGaS3bw20dDgoQ8w1/Ymwo=">AAACEXicbVC7TgJBFJ31ifhCLW0mEhMKJbuKUTuijSUm8khgQ2aHC0yYfWTmrpFs+AUbf8XGQmNs7ez8GwfYQsGTzOTknHvv3DleJIVG2/62FhaXlldWM2vZ9Y3Nre3czm5Nh7HiUOWhDFXDYxqkCKCKAiU0IgXM9yTUvcH12K/fg9IiDO5wGIHrs14guoIzNFI7V3DoMW0hPOBkVlP1PDdxivYRtYuly/Ftj1oeIGvn8oZPQOeJk5I8SVFp575anZDHPgTIJdO66dgRuglTKLiEUbYVa4gYH7AeNA0NmA/aTSZbjOihUTq0GypzAqQT9XdHwnyth75nKn2GfT3rjcX/vGaM3Qs3EUEUIwR8+lA3lhRDOo6HdoQCjnJoCONKmF0p7zPFOJoQsyYEZ/bL86R2UnROi2e3pXz5Ko0jQ/bJASkQh5yTMrkhFVIlnDySZ/JK3qwn68V6tz6mpQtW2rNH/sD6/AHaaZqD</latexit>

p

<latexit sha1_base64="GbCgpO4qkltg8Mo5UNSpfA0CizA=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs3g0VwVRIf6LLoxmUF+4A2hMl00g6dTMLMTaGE/IkbF4q49U/c+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3cu89YSq4Btf9tipr6xubW9Vte2d3b//AOTxq6yRTlLVoIhLVDYlmgkvWAg6CdVPFSBwK1gnH9zO/M2FK80Q+wTRlfkyGkkecEjBS4Dh5P4zwpAhyKGxsEDg1t+7OgVeJV5IaKtEMnK/+IKFZzCRQQbTueW4Kfk4UcCpYYfczzVJCx2TIeoZKEjPt5/PLC3xmlAGOEmVKAp6rvydyEms9jUPTGRMY6WVvJv7n9TKIbv2cyzQDJuliUZQJDAmexYAHXDEKYmoIoYqbWzEdEUUomLBsE4K3/PIqaV/Uvcv69eNVrXFXxlFFJ+gUnSMP3aAGekBN1EIUTdAzekVvVm69WO/Wx6K1YpUzx+gPrM8foJeSWQ==</latexit>

1
(·) + ✏

⊕

mt
<latexit sha1_base64="nvp38EePHIm2pn5HBl6sAhlgpek=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKez6QI9BLx4jGBPYhDA7mU2GzGOZ6RXCsp/hxYMiXv0ab/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJYJb8P1vr7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w8erU4NZS2qhTadiFgmuGIt4CBYJzGMyEiwdjS+nfrtJ2Ys1+oBJgnrSTJUPOaUgJPCrBvFWOb9DPJ+tebX/RnwMgkKUkMFmv3qV3egaSqZAiqItWHgJ9DLiAFOBcsr3dSyhNAxGbLQUUUks71sdnKOT5wywLE2rhTgmfp7IiPS2omMXKckMLKL3lT8zwtTiK97GVdJCkzR+aI4FRg0nv6PB9wwCmLiCKGGu1sxHRFDKLiUKi6EYPHlZfJ4Vg/O65f3F7XGTRFHGR2hY3SKAnSFGugONVELUaTRM3pFbx54L9679zFvLXnFzCH6A+/zB3lnkWM=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BAZCsT4H5ZKKgvryxLOdH4zJRpE=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSLUS9mtih6LXjxWsB/QriWbTdvQbLIm2UJZ+ju8eFDEqz/Gm//GtN2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8IOZMG9f9dlZW19Y3NnNb+e2d3b39wsFhQ8tEEVonkkvVCrCmnAlaN8xw2ooVxVHAaTMY3k795ogqzaR4MOOY+hHuC9ZjBBsr+SXUIaE06OwxrUy6haJbdmdAy8TLSBEy1LqFr04oSRJRYQjHWrc9NzZ+ipVhhNNJvpNoGmMyxH3atlTgiGo/nR09QadWCVFPKlvCoJn6eyLFkdbjKLCdETYDvehNxf+8dmJ6137KRJwYKsh8US/hyEg0TQCFTFFi+NgSTBSztyIywAoTY3PK2xC8xZeXSaNS9s7Ll/cXxepNFkcOjuEESuDBFVThDmpQBwJP8Ayv8OaMnBfn3fmYt6442cwR/IHz+QND/5Ei</latexit>

mt
<latexit sha1_base64="7FJTs5FoaOG0f3hq0XkSMV798tI=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxbDrAz0GvXiMYB6QLGF2MpsMmZldZ2YDYdnv8OJBEa9+jDf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmLOtHHdb6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPmjpKFKENEvFItQOsKWeSNgwznLZjRbEIOG0Fo7up3xpTpVkkH80kpr7AA8lCRrCxkp92gxCJrJeaMy/rlStu1Z0BLRMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9iCSCSkM41rrjubHxU6wMI5xmpW6iaYzJCA9ox1KJBdV+Ojs6QydW6aMwUrakQTP190SKhdYTEdhOgc1QL3pT8T+vk5jwxk+ZjBNDJZkvChOOTISmCaA+U5QYPrEEE8XsrYgMscLE2JxKNgRv8eVl0jyvehfVq4fLSu02j6MIR3AMp+DBNdTgHurQAAJP8Ayv8OaMnRfn3fmYtxacfOYQ/sD5/AFaWZHV</latexit>

NAG Cell: set µ =
<latexit sha1_base64="MAuIQG7R09gh0XomVZ/OTMXHKd4=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSnCYBEEMSRtQ81CKLpxWcE+oAllMp20QycPZiZCCV258VfcuFDErd/gzr9x2kZQ0QOXezjnXmbu8RNGhTTND21hcWl5ZbWwVlzf2Nza1nd2WyJOOSZNHLOYd3wkCKMRaUoqGekknKDQZ6Ttjy6nfvuWcEHj6EaOE+KFaBDRgGIkldTTD9wwhefQDTjC2QieQmui2gksT6BCTy+ZRs1xHLsCTcOcQZGqZZdtB1q5UgI5Gj393e3HOA1JJDFDQnQtM5FehrikmJFJ0U0FSRAeoQHpKhqhkAgvm50xgUdK6cMg5qoiCWfq940MhUKMQ19NhkgOxW9vKv7ldVMZnHkZjZJUkgjPHwpSBmUMp5nAPuUESzZWBGFO1V8hHiKViFTJFVUIX5fC/0mrbFgVw76uluoXeRwFsA8OwTGwQA3UwRVogCbA4A48gCfwrN1rj9qL9jofXdDynT3wA9rbJwrnlkw=</latexit>
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Figure 1: Illustration of the recurrent cell (left), Momentum/NAG cell (middle), and Adam/RMSProp
cell (right). We draw a connection between the dynamics of hidden states in the recurrent cell and
GD. We then introduce momentum to recurrent cell as an analogy of the momentum accelerated GD.
Momentum in DNNs. Momentum has also been used in designing DNN architectures. [21] develops
momentum contrast as a way of building large and consistent dictionaries for unsupervised learning
with contrastive loss. At the core of this approach is a momentum-based moving average of the queue
encoder. Many DNN-based algorithms for sparse coding are designed by unfolding the classical
optimization algorithms, e.g., FISTA [2], in which momentum can be used in the underpinning
optimizer [56, 7, 36, 27, 40].
1.4

Notation

We denote scalars by lower or upper case letters; vectors and matrices by lower and upper case bold
Pd
face letters, respectively. For a vector x = (x1 , · · · , xd )T ∈ Rd , we use kxk = ( i=1 |xi |2 )1/2 to
denote its `2 norm. For a matrix A, we use AT (T in roman type) and A−1 to denote its transpose and
inverse, respectively. Also, we denote the spectral norm of A as kAk. We denote the d-dimensional
standard Gaussian as N (0, Id×d ), where 0 is the d-dimensional zero-vector and Id×d is an identity
matrix. For a function φ(x) : Rd → R, we denote φ−1 (x) as its inverse and ∇φ(x) as its gradient.

2
2.1

Momentum RNNs
Background: Momentum Acceleration for Gradient Based Optimization and Sampling

Momentum has been successfully used to accelerate the gradient-based algorithms for optimization
and sampling. In optimization, we aim to find a stationary point of a given function f (x), x ∈ Rd .
Starting from x0 ∈ Rd , GD iterates as xt = xt−1 − s∇f (xt ) with s > 0 being the step size. This
can be significantly accelerated by using the momentum [55], which results in
p0 = x0 ; pt = µpt−1 + s∇f (xt ); xt = xt−1 − pt , t ≥ 1,
(3)
where µ ≥ 0 is the momentum constant. In sampling, Langevin Monte Carlo (LMC) [12] is used to
sample from the distribution π ∝ exp{−f (x)}, where exp{−f (x)} is the probability distribution
function. The update at each iteration is given by
√
xt = xt−1 − s∇f (xt ) + 2st , s ≥ 0, t ≥ 1, t ∼ N (0, Id×d ).
(4)
We can also use momentum to accelerate LMC, which results in the following Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo (HMC) update [12]:
p
(5)
p0 = x0 ; pt = pt−1 − γspt−1 − sη∇f (xt−1 ) + 2γsηt ; xt = xt−1 + spt , t ≥ 1,
where t ∼ N (0, Id×d ) while γ, η, s > 0 are the friction parameter, inverse mass, and step size, resp.
2.2

Gradient Descent Analogy for RNN and MomentumRNN

Now, we are going to establish a connection between RNN and GD, and further leverage momentum
f = [W, b] and x
f xt ).
et = [xt , 1]T in (1), then we have ht = σ(Uht−1 + We
to improve RNNs. Let W
f
et . Then the recurrent
For the ease of notation, without ambiguity we denote W := W and xt := x
cell can be reformulated as
ht = σ(Uht−1 + Wxt ).
3

(6)

Moreover, let φ(·) := σ(U(·)) and ut := U−1 Wxt , we can rewrite (6) as
ht = φ(ht−1 + ut ).
(7)
If we regard −ut as the “gradient” at the t-th iteration, then we can consider (7) as the dynamical
system which updates the hidden state by the gradient and then transforms the updated hidden state
by the nonlinear activation function φ. We propose the following accelerated dynamical system to
accelerate the dynamics of (7), which is principled by the accelerated gradient descent theory (see
subsection 2.1):
pt = µpt−1 − sut ; ht = φ(ht−1 − pt ),
(8)
where µ ≥ 0, s > 0 are two hyperparameters, which are the analogies of the momentum coefficient
and step size in the momentum-accelerated GD, respectively. Let vt := −Upt , we arrive at the
following dynamical system:
vt = µvt−1 + sWxt ; ht = σ(Uht−1 + vt ).
(9)
The architecture of the momentum cell that corresponds to the dynamical system (9) is plotted
in Fig. 1 (middle). Compared with the recurrent cell, the momentum cell introduces an auxiliary
momentum state in each update and scales the dynamical system with two positive hyperparameters
µ and s.
Remark 1 Different parameterizations of (8) can result in different momentum cell architectures.
For instance, if we let vt = −pt , we end up with the following dynamical system:
c t ; ht = σ(Uht−1 + Uvt ),
vt = µvt−1 + sWx
(10)
c := U−1 W is the trainable weight matrix. Even though (9) and (10) are mathematically
where W
equivalent, the training procedure might cause the MomentumRNNs that are derived from different
parameterizations to have different performances.
Remark 2 We put the nonlinear activation in the second equation of (8) to ensure that the value of
ht is in the same range as the original recurrent cell.
Remark 3 The derivation above also applies to the dynamical systems in the LSTM cells, and we
can design the MomentumLSTM in the same way as designing the MomentumRNN.
2.3

Analysis of the Vanishing Gradient Issue: Momentum Cell vs. Recurrent Cell

Let hT and ht be the state vectors at the time step T and t, respectively, and we suppose T  t.
Furthermore, assume that L is the objective to minimize, then
T −1
T −1
∂L
∂L ∂hT
∂L Y ∂hk+1
∂L Y
(Dk UT ),
(11)
=
·
=
·
=
·
∂ht
∂hT ∂ht
∂hT
∂hk
∂hT
k=t

k=t

0
where UT is the transpose of U and Dk = diag(σ
(Uhk + Wxk+1 )) is a diagonal matrix with
QT −1
0
σ (Uhk + Wxk+1 ) being its diagonal entries. k k=t (Dk UT )k2 tends to either vanish or explode
[4]. We can use regularization or gradient clipping to mitigate the exploding gradient, leaving
vanishing gradient as the major obstacle to training RNN to learn long-term dependency [47]. We
can rewrite (9) as

ht = σ U(ht−1 − µht−2 ) + µσ −1 (ht−1 ) + sWxt ,
(12)

where σ −1 (·) is the inverse function of σ(·). We compute ∂L/∂ht as follows
T −1
T −1
∂L ∂hT
∂L Y ∂hk+1
∂L Y b
∂L
=
·
=
·
=
·
Dk [UT + µΣk ],
∂ht
∂hT ∂ht
∂hT
∂hk
∂hT
k=t

(13)

k=t

b k = diag(σ 0 (U(hk − µhk−1 ) + µσ −1 (hk ) + sWxk+1 )) and Σ = diag((σ −1 )0 (hk )). For
where D
mostly used σ, e.g., sigmoid and tanh, (σ −1 (·))0 > 1 and µΣk dominates UT .2 Therefore, with an
appropriate choice of µ, the momentum cell can alleviate vanishing gradient and accelerate training.

We empirically corroborate that momentum cells can alleviate vanishing gradients by training a
MomentumRNN and its corresponding RNN on the PMNIST classification task and plot k∂L/∂ht k2
for each time step t. Figure 2 confirms that unlike in RNN, the gradients in MomentumRNN do not
vanish. More details on this experiment are provided in the Appendix A.
2

In the vanishing gradient scenario, kUk2 is small; also it can be controlled by regularizing the loss function.
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MomentumRNN

Time Step t

RNN

Training Iteration
Figure 2: `2 norm of the gradients of the loss L w.r.t. the state vector ht at each time step t for RNN
(left) and MomentumRNN (right). MomentumRNN does not suffer from vanishing gradients.
2.4

Beyond MomentumRNN: NAG and Adam Principled Recurrent Neural Nets

There are several other advanced formalisms of momentum existing in optimization, which can be
leveraged for RNN architecture design. In this subsection, we present two additional variants of
MomentumRNN that are derived from the Nesterov accelerated gradient (NAG)-style momentum
with restart [44, 61] and Adam [28].
NAG Principled RNNs. The momentum-accelerated GD can be further accelerated by replacing the
constant momentum coefficient µ in (9) with the NAG-style momentum, i.e. setting µ to (t−1)/(t+2)
at the t-th iteration. Furthermore, we can accelerate NAG by resetting the momentum to 0 after
every F iterations, i.e. µ = (t mod F )/((t mod F ) + 3), which is the NAG-style momentum
with a scheduled restart of the appropriately selected frequency F [61]. For convex optimization,
NAG has a convergence rate O(1/t2 ), which is significantly faster than GD or GD with constant
momentum whose convergence rate is O(1/t). Scheduled restart not only accelerates NAG to a linear
convergence rate O(α−t )(0 < α < 1) under mild extra assumptions but also stabilizes the NAG
iteration [61]. We call the MomentumRNN with the NAG-style momentum and scheduled restart
momentum the NAG-based RNN and the scheduled restart RNN (SRRNN), respectively.
Adam Principled RNNs. Adam [28] leverages the moving average of historical gradients and entrywise squared gradients to accelerate the stochastic gradient dynamics. We use Adam to accelerate (7)
and end up with the following iteration
pt
pt = µpt−1 + (1 − µ)ut ; mt = βmt−1 + (1 − β)ut ut ; ht = φ(ht−1 − s √
), (14)
rt + 
where
constant and chosen to be 10−8 by default, and
√ µ, s, β > 0 are hyperparameters,  is a small
3
/ · denotes the entrywise product/square root . Again, let vt = −Upt , we rewrite (14) as follows
vt
vt = µvt−1 + (1 − µ)Wxt ; mt = βmt−1 + (1 − β)ut ut ; ht = σ(Uht−1 + s √
).
mt + 
As before, here ut := U−1 Wxt . Computing U−1 is expensive. Our experiments suggest that
replacing ut ut by Wxt Wxt is sufficient and more efficient to compute. In our implementation,
we also relax vt = µvt−1 + (1 − µ)Wxt to vt = µvt−1 + sWxt that follows the momentum in the
MomentumRNN (9) for better performance. Therefore, we propose the AdamRNN that is given by
vt
).
vt = µvt−1 + sWxt ; mt = βmt−1 + (1 − β)(Wxt Wxt ); ht = σ(Uht−1 + √
mt + 
(15)
In AdamRNN, if µ is set to 0, we achieve another new RNN, which obeys the RMSProp gradient
update rule [58]. We call this new model the RMSPropRNN.
Remark 4 Both AdamRNN and RMSPropRNN can also be derived by letting vt = −pt and
c := U−1 W as in Remark 1. This parameterization yields the following formulation for AdamRNN
W
c t ; mt = βmt−1 + (1 − β)(Wx
c t Wx
c t ); ht = σ(Uht−1 + √ Uvt ).
vt = µvt−1 + sWx
mt + 
c and U without any relaxation. In contrast, we relaxed U−1 to an
Here, we simply need to learn W
identity matrix in (15). Our experiments suggest that both parameterizations yield similar results.
3

In contrast to Adam, we do not normalize pt and mt since they can be absorbed in the weight matrices.
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Table 1: Best test accuracy at the MNIST and PMNIST tasks (%). We use the baseline results reported
in [22], [62], [60]. All of our proposed models outperform the baseline LSTM. Among the models
using N = 256 hidden units, RMSPropLSTM yields the best results in both tasks.

3

M ODEL

N

LSTM
LSTM

128
256

M OMENTUM LSTM
M OMENTUM LSTM
A DAM LSTM
RMSP ROP LSTM
SRLSTM

# PARAMS

MNIST

PMNIST

≈ 68K
≈ 270K

98.70[22],97.30 [60]
98.90 [22], 98.50 [62]

92.00 [22],92.62 [60]
92.29 [22], 92.10 [62]

128
256

≈ 68K
≈ 270K

99.04 ± 0.04
99.08 ± 0.05

93.40 ± 0.25
94.72 ± 0.16

256
256
256

≈ 270K
≈ 270K
≈ 270K

99.09 ± 0.03
99.15 ± 0.06
99.01 ± 0.07

95.05 ± 0.37
95.38 ± 0.19
93.82 ± 1.85

Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our momentum approach in designing RNNs in terms
of convergence speed and accuracy. We compare the performance of the MomentumLSTM with
the baseline LSTM [24] in the following tasks: 1) the object classification task on pixel-permuted
MNIST [32], 2) the speech prediction task on the TIMIT dataset [1, 22, 62, 38, 23], 3) the celebrated
copying and adding tasks [24, 1], and 4) the language modeling task on the Penn TreeBank (PTB)
dataset [39]. These four tasks are among standard benchmarks to measure the performance of RNNs
and their ability to handle long-term dependencies. Also, these tasks cover different data modalities
– image, speech, and text data – as well as a variety of model sizes, ranging from thousands to
millions of parameters with one (MNIST and TIMIT tasks) or multiple (PTB task) recurrent cells
in concatenation. Our experimental results confirm that MomentumLSTM converges faster and
yields better test accuracy than the baseline LSTM across tasks and settings. We also discuss the
AdamLSTM, RMSPropLSTM, and scheduled restart LSTM (SRLSTM) and show their advantage
over MomentumLSTM in specific tasks. Computation time and memory cost of our models versus
the baseline LSTM are provided in Appendix D. All of our results are averaged over 5 runs with
different seeds. We include details on the models, datasets, training procedure, and hyperparameters
used in our experiments in Appendix A. For MNIST and TIMIT experiments, we use the baseline
codebase provided by [5]. For PTB experiments, we use the baseline codebase provided by [54].
3.1

Pixel-by-Pixel MNIST

In this task, we classify image samples of hand-written digits from the MNIST dataset [33] into one
of the ten classes. Following the implementation of [32], we flatten the image of original size 28 ×
28 pixels and feed it into the model as a sequence of length 784. In the unpermuted task (MNIST),
the sequence of pixels is processed row-by-row. In the permuted task (PMNIST), a fixed permutation
is selected at the beginning of the experiments and then applied to both training and test sequences.
We summarize the results in Table 1. Our experiments show that MomentumLSTM achieves better
test accuracy than the baseline LSTM in both MNIST and PMNIST digit classification tasks using
different numbers of hidden units (i.e. N = 128, 256). Especially, the improvement is significant on
the PMNIST task, which is designed to test the performance of RNNs in the context of long-term
memory. Furthermore, we notice that MomentumLSTM converges faster than LSTM in all settings.
Figure 3 (left two panels) corroborates this observation when using N = 256 hidden units.
3.2

TIMIT Speech Dataset

We study how MomentumLSTM performs on audio data with speech prediction experiments on the
TIMIT speech dataset [16], which is a collection of real-world speech recordings. As first proposed
by [62], the recordings are downsampled to 8kHz and then transformed into log-magnitudes via a
short-time Fourier transform (STFT). The task accounts for predicting the next log-magnitude given
the previous ones. We use the standard train/validation/test separation in [62, 34, 6], thereby having
3640 utterances for the training set with a validation set of size 192 and a test set of size 400.
The results for this TIMIT speech prediction are shown in Table 2. Results are reported on the test
set using the model parameters that yield the best validation loss. Again, we see the advantage
of MomentumLSTM over the baseline LSTM. In particular, MomentumLSTM yields much better
prediction accuracy and faster convergence speed compared to LSTM. Figure 3 (right two panels)
shows the convergence of MomentumLSTM vs. LSTM when using N = 158 hidden units.
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MomentumLSTM vs. LSTM: Loss

Iteration

RMSPropLSTM

SRLSTM

TIMIT

Epoch

LSTM
TIMIT

Test Loss

MNIST

Test Loss

Train Loss

MNIST

AdamLSTM
Train Loss

MomentumLSTM

Iteration

Epoch

Figure 3: Train and test loss of MomentumLSTM (blue), AdamLSTM (green), RMSPropLSTM
(orange), SRLSTM (cyan), and LSTM (red) for MNIST (left two panels) and TIMIT (right two
panels) tasks. MomentumLSTM converges faster than LSTM in both tasks. For MNIST, AdamLSTM
and RMSPropLSTM converge fastest. For TIMIT, MomentumLSTM and SRLSTM converge fastest.
Table 2: Test and validation MSEs at the end of the epoch with the lowest validation MSE for the
TIMIT task. All of our proposed models outperform the baseline LSTM. Among models using
N = 158 hidden units, SRLSTM performs the best.
M ODEL

N

# PARAMS

LSTM
LSTM
LSTM

84
120
158

M OMENTUM LSTM
M OMENTUM LSTM
M OMENTUM LSTM

84
120
158

VAL . MSE

T EST MSE

≈ 83K
≈ 135K
≈ 200K

14.87 ± 0.15 (15.42 [22, 34])
11.77 ± 0.14 (13.93 [22, 34])
9.33 ± 0.14 (13.66 [22, 34])

14.94 ± 0.15 (14.30 [22, 34])
11.83 ± 0.12 (12.95 [22, 34])
9.37 ± 0.14 (12.62 [22, 34])

≈ 83K
≈ 135K
≈ 200K

10.90 ± 0.19
8.00 ± 0.30
5.86 ± 0.14

10.98 ± 0.18
8.04 ± 0.30
5.87 ± 0.15

≈ 200K

8.66 ± 0.15

8.69 ± 0.14
9.17 ± 0.33
5.83 ± 0.10

158 ≈
200K
9.13 ± 0.33
Copying and
Adding
Task5.81
158 ≈ 200K
± 0.10

A DAM LSTM
RMSP ROP LSTM
SRLSTM

158

RMSPropLSTM

AdamLSTM

MomentumLSTM

LSTM

Adding Task
Sequence of Length 750

Train Loss

Train Loss

Copying Task
Sequence of Length 2K

SRLSTM

Iteration

Iteration

Figure 4: Train loss vs. iteration for (left) copying task with sequence length 2K and (right) adding
task with sequence length 750. AdamLSTM and RMSPropLSTM converge faster and to better final
losses than other models. MomentumLSTM and SRLSTM converge to similar losses as LSTM.
Remark: The TIMIT dataset is not open for public, so we do not have access to the preprocessed data
from previous papers. We followed the data preprocessing in [62, 34, 6] to generate the preprocessed
data for our experiments and did our best to reproduce the baseline results. In Table 2 and 5, we
include both our reproduced results and the ones reported from previous works.
3.3

Copying and Adding Tasks

Two other important tasks for measuring the ability of a model to learn long-term dependency are
the copying and adding tasks [24, 1]. In both copying and adding tasks, avoiding vanishing/exploding gradients becomes more relevant when the input sequence length increases. We compare the
performance of MomentumLSTM over LSTM on these tasks. We also examine the performance of
AdamLSTM, RMSPropLSTM, and SRLSTM on the same tasks. We define the copying and adding
tasks in Appendix A.4 and summarize our results in Figure 4. In copying task for sequences of length
2K, MomentumLSTM obtains slightly better final training loss than the baseline LSTM (0.009 vs.
0.01). In adding task for sequence of length 750, both models achieve similar training loss of 0.162.
However, AdamLSTM and RMSPropLSTM significantly outperform the baseline LSTM.
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Table 3: Model test perplexity at the end of the epoch with the lowest validation perplexity for the
Penn Treebank language modeling task (word level).

3.4

M ODEL

# PARAMS

VAL . PPL

T EST PPL

LSTM

≈ 24M

61.96 ± 0.83

59.71 ± 0.99 (58.80 [37])

M OMENTUM LSTM

≈ 24M

60.71 ± 0.24

58.62 ± 0.22

SRLSTM

≈ 24M

61.12 ± 0.68

58.83 ± 0.62

Word-Level Penn TreeBank

3.5

Test Loss

Train Loss

To study the advantage of MomentumLSTM MomentumLSTM
over LSTM on text
data, Training
we perform
lanvs. LSTM:
Loss on
guage modeling on a preprocessed version Penn
of theTreeBank
PTB dataset
[39],
which
has
been
Word and Character Level
a standard benchmark for evaluating language models.
Unlike the baselines used in
the (P)MNIST and TIMIT experiments which
MomentumLSTM
SRLSTM
LSTM
contain one LSTM cell, in this PTB experiment,
we use a three-layer LSTM model, which contains three concatenated LSTM cells, as the baseline. The size of this model in terms of the number of parameters is also much larger than those
in the (P)MNIST and TIMIT experiments. TaIteration
Epoch
ble 3 shows the test and validation perplexity
(PPL) using the model parameters that yield the Figure 5: Train (left) and test loss (right) of
best validation loss. Again, MomentumLSTM MomentumLSTM (blue), SRLSTM (cyan), and
achieves better perplexities and converges faster LSTM (red) for the Penn Treebank language modeling tasks at word level.
than the baseline LSTM (see Figure 5).
NAG and Adam Principled Recurrent Neural Nets

We evaluate AdamLSTM, RMSPropLSTM and SRLSTM on all tasks. For (P)MNIST and TIMIT
tasks, we summarize the test accuracy of the trained models in Tables 1 and 2 and provide the plots
of train and test losses in Figure 3. We observe that though AdamLSTM and RMSPropLSTM work
better than the MomentumLSTM at (P)MNIST task, they yield worse results at the TIMIT task.
Interestingly, SRLSTM shows an opposite behavior - better than MomentunLSTM at TIMIT task
but worse at (P)MNIST task. For the copying and adding tasks, Figure 4 shows that AdamLSTM
and RMSPropLSTM converge faster and to better final training loss than other models in both tasks.
Finally, for the PTB task, both MomentumLSTM and SRLSTM outperform the baseline LSTM (see
Figure 5 and Table 3). However, in this task, AdamLSTM and RMSPropLSTM yields slightly worse
performance than the baseline LSTM. In particular, test PPL for AdamLSTM and RMSPropLSTM
are 61.11 ± 0.31, and 64.53 ± 0.20, respectively, which are higher than the test PPL for LSTM
(59.71 ± 0.99). We observe that there is no model that win in all tasks. This is somewhat expected,
given the connection between our model and its analogy to optimization algorithm. An optimizer
needs to be chosen for each particular task, and so is for our MomentumRNN. All of our models
outperform the baseline LSTM.

4

Additional Results and Analysis

Beyond LSTM. Our interpretation of hidden state dynamics in RNNs as GD steps and the use of
momentum to accelerate the convergence speed and improve the generalization of the model apply
to many types of RNNs but not only LSTM. We show the applicability of our momentum-based
design approach beyond LSTM by performing PMNIST and TIMIT experiments using the orthogonal
RNN equipped with dynamic trivialization (DTRIV) [6]. DTRIV is currently among state-of-the-art
models for PMNIST digit classification and TIMIT speech prediction tasks. Tables 4 and 5 consist of
results for our method, namely MomentumDTRIV, in comparison with the baseline results. Again,
MomentumDTRIV outperforms the baseline DTRIV by a margin in both PMNIST and TIMIT tasks
while converging faster and overfitting less (see Figure 6). Results for AdamDTRIV, RMSPropDTRIV,
and SRDTRIV on the PMNIST task are provided in Appendix C.
Computational Time Comparison. We study the computational efficiency of the proposed
momentum-based models by comparing the time for our models to reach the same test accuracy
for LSTM. When training on the PMNIST task using 256 hidden units, we observe that to reach
92.29% test accuracy for LSTM, LSTM needs 767 min while MomentumLSTM, AdamLSTM,
RMSPropLSTM, and SRLSTM only need 551 min, 225min, 416 min, and 348 min, respectively.
More detailed results are provided in Appendix D.
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Table 4: Best test accuracy on the PMNIST tasks (%) for MomentumDTRIV and DTRIV. We provide
both our reproduced baseline results and those reported in [6]. MomentumDTRIV yields better
results than the baseline DTRIV in all settings.
N

170
360
512

# PARAMS
≈ 16K
≈ 69K
≈ 137K

PMNIST (DTRIV)

PMNIST (M OMENTUM DTRIV)

95.21 ± 0.10 (95.20 [6])
96.45 ± 0.10 (96.50 [6])
96.62 ± 0.12 (96.80 [6])

95.37 ± 0.09
96.73 ± 0.08
96.89 ± 0.08

Table 5: Test and validation MSE of MomentumDTRIV vs. DTRIV at the epoch with the lowest
validation MSE for the TIMIT task. MomentumDTRIV yields much better results than DTRIV.

MomentumDTRIV
vs.
DTRIV:
Loss
DTRIV
224 ≈ 83K
4.74 ±
0.06 (4.75 [6])
4.70 ± 0.07 (4.71 [6])
N

DTRIV

322

M OMENTUM DTRIV
M OMENTUM DTRIV

224
322

# PARAMS

VAL . MSE

T EST MSE

≈ 135K

1.92 ± 0.17 (3.39 [6])

1.87 ± 0.17 (3.76 [6])

≈ 83K
≈ 135K

3.10 ± 0.09
1.21 ± 0.05

3.06 ± 0.09
1.17 ± 0.05

PMNIST

Train Loss

PMNIST

Test Loss

Train Loss

MomentumDTRIV

DTRIV
TIMIT

Test Loss

M ODEL

TIMIT

Iteration
Ablation
Study:Epoch
MomentumIteration
& Stepsize Epoch

Figure 6: Train and test loss of MomentumDTRIV (blue) and DTRIV (red) for PMNIST (left two
panels) and TIMIT (right two panels) tasks. MomentumDTRIV converges faster than DTRIV in both
tasks. For PMNIST task, DTRIV suffers from overtting while MomentumDTRIV overfits less.
TIMIT

Step size s

Penn TreeBank

Step size s

Test PPL

Test MSE
Momentum "

Momentum "

Test accuracy
Momentum "

MNIST

Step size s

Figure 7: Ablation study of the effects of momentum and step size on MomentumLSTM’s performance. We use N = 256/158 hidden units for MNIST/TIMIT task. Green denotes better results.
Effects of Momentum and Step Size. To better understand the effects of momentum and step size
on the final performance of the trained MomentumLSTM models, we do an ablation study and include
the results in Figure 7. The result in each cell is averaged over 5 runs.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a universal framework for integrating momentum into RNNs. The resulting
MomentumRNN achieves significant acceleration in training and remarkably better performance
on the benchmark sequential data prediction tasks over the RNN counterpart. From a theoretical
viewpoint, it would be interesting to derive a theory to decipher why training MomentumRNN
converges faster and generalizes better. From the neural architecture design perspective, it would be
interesting to integrate momentum into the design of the standard convolutional and graph convolutional neural nets. Moreover, the current MomentumRNN requires calibration of the momentum
and step size-related hyperparameters; developing an adaptive momentum for MomentumRNN is of
interest.
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6

Broader Impact and Ethical Considerations

Recurrent neural net (RNN) is among the most important classes of deep learning models. Improving
training efficiency and generalization performance of RNNs not only advances image classification
and language modeling but also benefits epidemiological models for pandemic disease prediction.
RNNs have also been successfully used for the molecular generation [29]. Developing better RNNs
that enable modeling of long term dependency, such as our Momentum RNN, has the potential to
facilitate life science research. In order to fullfill that potential, more development is needed. For
example, the current MomentumRNN requires calibration of the momentum and step size-related
hyperparameters; developing an adaptive momentum for MomentumRNN is of great research interest.
Finally, we claim that this paper does not have any ethical issue or leverage biases in data.
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